A Locally Weighted Project Regression Approach-Aided Nonlinear Constrained Tracking Control.
An intelligent data-driven predictive control strategy is proposed in this paper. The predictive controller is designed by combining predictive control and local weighted projection regression. The presented control strategy needs less prior knowledge and has fewer parameters that are hard to determine compared to other data-driven predictive controller, e.g., the one in dynamic partial least square (PLS) framework. Furthermore, the proposed predictive controller performs better in the control of nonlinear processes and is able to update its parameters based on the online data. The predictive model validity and intelligence of the control strategy are guaranteed by the online updating strategy to a certain degree. The control performance of the proposed predictive controller against the model predictive control (MPC) in dynamic PLS framework is illustrated through the simulation of a typical numerical example and the benchmark of a continuous stirred tank heater system. It can be observed from the simulation that the proposed MPC strategy has higher prediction precision and stronger ability in coping with nonlinear dynamic processes which are quite common in practical applications, for instance, the industrial process.